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Tiffany's Super Spar
Tiffany's Super Spar is the
latest flagship from the Spar
group in the KZN area. The
Spar is located 50 kms north
of Durban.
Described as the first of its kind, as
regards energy saving, it boasts a highly
sophisticated system which achieve
substantial energy savings.
The trading area of the store is 2 200
2
m with a total area of nearly 3 000 m2.
The owner, Mr Demingos de Jesus,
insisted that his new store should have
a low energy foot print and should incorporate the latest refrigeration technology. With the rising cost of energy,
he did not want the running cost of the
refrigeration to be a burden on his business in the future.
Mr de Jesus asked Phoenix Racks
to design the refrigeration system to
minimise the running cost of the plant as
well as provide him with a functional and
customer friendly store.
Kevin Schlemmer of Phoenix Racks
stated, “the owner asked us to produce
two separate specifications, namely a
“standard” one, focusing on the lowest
first cost and a second spec, utilising the
latest technology to reduce power usage.
We considered different technologies
and, in the end, we were able to show a
saving of 109 Amps per phase saving,
when comparing the two systems at their
respective design conditions – that represented a 35 percent saving!”
Continued on page 16
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Back: Kevin Schlemmer - Phoenix Racks, Dave Starkey - Eliwell, Darryl Saunders - LD Refrigeration, Charles Wilson
- Store manager
Front: Owners - Demingos de Jesus and DJ de Jesus

The key contributors to the savings were:
1. The Eliwell Electronic Control
Systems for the multiplex Racks
and Electronic Expansion Valves
incorporating floating suction and
head pressure control. The head
pressure is allowed to fall as low
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as 25°C which reduces the input
power to the compressors.
2. The Eliwell instruments control ABB
variable speed drives which were
used on all the compressors giving
VERY stable suction pressures (see
graph page 17).
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3.

The compressor rack system is
able to almost exactly match the
required load and therefore reduce
any inefficiency.
Colcab cabinets were requested by
the client. The new high performance
range was selected over the standard

range because the required capacity
was around 10 percent less on the HP
cabinet together with increased suction
temperatures from -12 to -8 and from -8
to -6 respectively.
The use of EC fan motors gave a saving of more than 70 000 kWhr per year.
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TECHNICAL

The high pressure liquid
from the low temperature
rack was sub-cooled using
cooling energy from one of
the medium temperature
racks. This increased the
COP of the low temperature system by 36 percent.
Evaporative Condensers
which are finely controlled
by the Eliwell instruments
with ABB variable speed
drives were selected over
Air cooled Condensers.
The Hot Water requirements of the entire store
are generated by the
refrigeration plants with no
additional electric heating
needed.

With the rising
cost of energy, he
did not want the
running cost of the
refrigeration to be
a burden
The compressor racks were
all fitted with Bock compressors. The cooling capacities
of the individual racks are
MT1: 125.79kWR @-8/35,
MT2: 129.06kWR @-6/35,
LT1: 45.12kWR @-30/35 SAT:
5.16kWR @-36/35.

The project, although challenging
at times, was successfully completed and commissioned two weeks
before opening time and within the
allocated budget.
Mr Lawrence Watson, the owner
of LD Refrigeration was responsible
for the installation, supported by his
partner Darryl Saunders. Asked what
difficulties he experienced during
installation Watson promptly replied,
“None, the secret is good preplanning.” The Electronic Control
System was designed and supplied
www.refrigerationandaircon.co.za

by Eliwell South Africa. Phoenix
Racks were responsible for supplying the compressor racks as well as
the refrigeration system design.
Cold Chain chatted with Dave
Starkey of Eliwell South Africa to
gain some detail on the controls
supplied.
* Individual cabinet and room
controls with Electronic Expansion Valves
* For the refrigeration plant they
supplied sophisticated Rack
Controllers. The uniqueness of

*
*

*

this system is that each of the
three compressors fitted to the
racks is individually controlled
via inverter speed control
offering great efficiency and
stable control.
Cooling Towers are individually
speed controlled as well.
Hot Water is generated through
heat exchangers from the refrigeration system.
The entire system is connected
to the Eliwell Televis Monitoring
and Alarm system. CC
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